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:Tu Hi Re: (English: Our Time) is a 2013 Bhojpuri movie directed by Surendra Nath Puri and produced by Dipak Kumar Deo under the banner of Think Cinemas.Starring: Lalit Pandey, Shahnaz Pandey, Moti Lal Pandey, Nitish Bharadwaj, Rakesh Pratap Singh, Aditi Kaushik in pivotal roles. The film is a reincarnated remake of 2011 Tamil film "Pavilion". The music is composed by Bobby Sarkar.
The film released on 6 July 2013 under the banner of Think Cinemas.

Tu Hi Re dubbed in malayalam . Miya Gharana is a 2016 Bhojpuri movie produced by Janaki Comedy in association with Om Jai Sharma's company, which is directed by Pushpalata Tiwari and Ashok Singh in the lead roles with Ravi Kissan, Manoj Jha, Rajesh Shukla., It was released on 2 March 2016.The music for the movie is composed by Amjad Nadeem & Bikash Chowdhury. The movie is a
romantic comedy film. The film's score and soundtrack were composed by Amjad Nadeem and Bikash Chowdhury respectively. Lyrics were written by Dr. Rajendra Raje Mohapatna, with the dialogue set in Bhajans with Sajjan Singh contributing additional lyrics. The film featured a number of singers with Premi Singh, Deepika Singh, Deepak Kumar, Mangal Singh & Mili Arora being prominent
ones with Premi Singh being the only one who was not from Bhojpuri community.Popular bhojpuri singer Premi singh gave voice to melody for this movie.
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